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Well, what a summer it turned out to be. But although the leavers may have
won the vote, we remain still very much part of the Twin Town family, as
proved by the very successful international reunion hosted recently in
Newbury. Read on for a ‘Reunion Special’ report, as well as updates.
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Twin Town International Reunion September 2016
More than 80 visitors from each of our European Twin Towns gathered for the
International Reunion in Newbury at the beginning of September. The towns
represented were Bagnols-sur-Cèze, Braunfels, Carcaixent, Eeklo, Feltre and
Kiskunfélegháza. Many had visited Newbury before and were delighted to
meet up with old friends, whereas for others this was the beginning of new
relationships. Ranging in age from 6 months to 83 years old, the guests arrived
on the Thursday evening and were met by their hosts. After many months of
hard work and preparation, the reunion was about to begin…
Friday morning began with the ‘Future of Europe’ Conference, held in the
wonderful surroundings of Newbury Methodist Church. Delegates were
welcomed by Newbury’s Mayor, Julian Swift-Hook, who spoke with warmth
and passion of our links with our European friends.
We then split into nationality groups to discuss the future of Europe, each
facilitated by a Newbury linguist and an Assistant. All participants were able to
give their opinions on a number of prepared statements, followed by a
discussion. After a coffee break at the end of the session, the results were
collated into a visual display using colourful charts, generating a wealth of
useful and interesting data, which was presented as a plenary session at the
front of the church. It was a very engaging conference and there were many
positive comments. Many expressed the opinion that this was the first time a
Twin Town Conference had sought to involve everyone, and it was felt that this
is the way forward in the future.
After a busy morning, everyone then made their way along for a shared lunch
in the Market Square. Gazebos and tables had been set up and the weather
just about held out, so everyone was able to go from stall to stall, enjoying the
culinary offerings of our twin towns, each of which had provided delicious food
and drink typical of their regions. Newbury offered a variety of delicious
snacks, thanks to Jackie and helpers, washed down with our local Good Old
Boy beer from West Berkshire Brewery. Yet more beer was on offer from our
Belgian colleagues, with a bit of friendly rivalry as to whose was tastier. Not to
be outdone, the Hungarians provided something slightly stronger from an
innocuous water bottle that certainly wasn't for the faint-hearted! All sorts of
varieties of bread, cheese and meats were savoured, along with some
particularly colourful sweets… As well as guests and hosts, many twin town
members, along with our local MP, Richard Beynon, came along to give their
support. The event was open to members of the public, who were very
interested in sampling the food and drink and gave us the opportunity to
promote the Twin Town Association.

In the afternoon, some walked, some cycled and some drove over to Shaw House to enjoy
afternoon tea followed by a tour of this impressive historic building, learning all about its
interesting past and especially its role during the English Civil War.
Saturday provided the opportunity for visitors to spend time with their hosts. Some visited
Oxford or Winchester, or even further afield, as far as Bath. Others went to local National
Trust properties.
In the evening Julian Swift-Hook hosted a meal for the visiting mayors at ‘The Newbury’ Pub.
while the Twin Town Presidents and representatives gathered for dinner at the Swan Inn at
Newtown.
Saturday was also the main ‘Youth for Europe’ day when Newbury Youth Council organised
events for our younger visitors. They met in the morning at Newbury Town Hall for a quiz and
video about the EU explaining which countries are members, the structure of the
Organisation and the currency issues. This was followed by their own discussions about the
future of Europe post-Brexit, at which all our young visitors expressed surprise and upset at
the result, with a general feeling that young people wish to remain in the EU and some would
consider leaving their home country if it voted to leave.

The morning’s activities were followed by lunch at the Town Hall and an afternoon visit to
the ‘Jump Factory’ Indoor Trampoline Park in Basingstoke, returning just in time for the
Newbury Real Ale Festival in Northcroft Park in the evening.
On Sunday, everyone gathered at Donnington Valley Hotel for a traditional Sunday lunch.
Before the meal, there was a large group photograph, after which the official Twin Town
banner was handed over by Newbury Twin Town Chairman, Ian Haslam, to the President
of the Braunfels' Association, whose turn it will be to host the event in 2017.
This was also an opportunity to thank Rachel Haslam publicly for all her dedicated hard
work in ensuring that the reunion was such a success.

Following lunch, Stuart Durrant led an afternoon walk, which took the groups through
Snelsmore Common to Donnington Castle.

In the evening, everyone gathered for a farewell drink at Newbury British Legion Club, with
the opportunity to take part in the pub quiz. The ‘Where I Live 2016’ banners were
available to view for those who hadn't managed to see them whilst they were displayed in
Victoria Park during the weekend. On Monday morning, it was time for everyone to say
their goodbyes as the visitors headed home after a very successful and enjoyable
International Reunion.

For some, it was their first time hosting at a Reunion. Here is what some of them said :
“We were a little nervous about spending time with a stranger, but our first experience was
in fact very positive. Our guest, Carmen, was delightful and, like her, we very much
enjoyed the activities organised. It was lovely to show her Newbury and its environs. It
reminded us of how lucky we are living here and how much the town has to offer.” Pauline
and John.
“We really enjoyed our first experience of hosting for the Newbury Twin Town reunion both the excellent, easy-going company of our guests and the impressive smooth
administration of the whole weekend.” Lesley
“It was a wonderful experience to have two young Hungarian girls staying with me, even
though only for a few days. They were lovely and very generous and brought me a lot of
Hungarian foodstuffs, including paprika, along with useful information about how best to
use this spice and its significant presence in eastern European culinary practice. While I
was learning at firsthand about the socio-political status quo in Hungary, I was surprised to
find that they were actually so well informed about certain aspects of Asian pop culture. I
also enjoyed meeting other hosts and guests from other countries, exchanging views with
them and developing new friendships. All in all, I was thoroughly happy being a host. I am
very pleased that I have now some new friends on Facebook. I will definitely enjoy keeping
in touch with them.”June Tung
It was great to meet new people and hear so many differing views, following Brexit. The
whole experience was a little challenging, as it made us do something new, but at our age
that's definitely a good thing! Schoolgirl French was used after many years and we
managed to communicate despite the language difficulties with a lot of gestures and
laughter! We will certainly do it again.” Sally and Jamie

HM The Queen’s 90th Birthday Garden Party
On June 26th, Newbury Twin Town Association celebrated the 90th birthday of HM The
Queen with a tea party in the beautiful garden of long-standing member and cook
extraoradinaire, Jackie Snell. This was a very popular event, attended by over 40
members who tucked into a classic English afternoon tea, with sandwiches, homemade
sausage rolls and cakes prepared by Jackie and Jane Richards. The weather was kind to
us for most of the afternoon so that we could enjoy the countryside and delicious food. But
in typical British style, at 5pm the rain came down. The whole event could not have taken
place without the kind hospitality of Jackie and the assistance of Jane, Tessa, Peter, Moira,
Zita and Sue, so thanks are due to everyone who helped in any way, as well as to
everyone who came along to join in the fun.

Visit to Feltre
In August, a small group from Newbury visited Feltre for a weekend celebration of Feltre’s
official twinning with Carcaixent. More than 70 visitors from Feltre’s twin towns enjoyed
various organised events, the main attraction of which was the opportunity to take part in
the Palio Festival. This spectacular annual event was enjoyed by a huge crowd of people
from the local area, as well as the visitors, who were enthralled by the four quartieri
(districts) of the town competing against each other in various sporting events, including
archery and, of course, in the famous horse race
The weekend also included group meals with
specialities such as ‘beer risotto’ served at the
local brewery and an open air buffet on the
terrace outside the recently restored 17th century
‘La Sena’ Theatre. There was time, too, for the
group to explore the Feltre area with their hosts,
including a visit to the Santa Maria degli Angeli
monastery and Monte Avena where the world
paragliding championships will be held in 2017.

‘Youth for Europe’ visit to Zamosc, Poland
It turns out we didn't know very much about Poland before this recent visit with the ‘Youth
for Europe’ crowd. First impressions of the town were based on a brochure from a few
years ago, which depicted the market square as Poland's version of Bruges, and when we
arrived in the old town of Zamosc, it was hard to not be impressed by the medieval
buildings and vast Town Hall. Cafés lined the square, beckoning with their affordable beer
and even cheaper ice-cream. The town itself is built within an old fortress, with beautifully
overgrown remnants of walls and bastions, which made exploring an inviting task. Within
the old town itself, we had the chance to do a scavenger hunt and visit the arsenal
museum. The groups stayed in dormitories at a small school a few minutes walk from the
town centre. Every meal was catered for at the school's canteen and it’s safe to say that
most of us discovered a new-found appreciation for soup and dumplings. Most evenings
were spent here too, sometimes relatively quietly, showing each other new card games,
while more merry evenings consisted of party music and hilarious group dancing.

Every day, there were different activities to enjoy, with paint-balling and a high ropes
course proving perfect for those who wanted to do something really active. On other days,
we simply went for a walk in the countryside or went kayaking along a surprisingly chilly
river. Perhaps the most memorable part of our trip was a visit to the Majdanek
Concentration Camp. Whilst it was genuinely harrowing to see the gas chambers and the
prisoners’ bunk beds, the exhibits were tastefully presented to encourage personal
reflection. Amidst it all, it was was extremely humbling to realise that even though we were
among people from several other countries and cultures, we were all deeply moved and
sharing the same experience.
The day before we left Zamosc, we were taken into a large hotel kitchen and told to cook a
dish that represented our countries as a farewell celebration meal. Naturally our English
team went in strong with a Shepherd’s Pie and a healthy smattering of tea with scones.
And while our pie to us looked a bit bland and measly compared to the Spanish spicy
tapas or Italian Carbonara, we couldn't believe how many positive comments there were
about our dish.
It is strange to think that just two years ago, none of us knew anything about the town of
Zamosc, until a handful of its young people came along to Feltre in 2014. Now, they are a
vital part of the Youth for Europe family and a group that we very much hope to see more
of in the future.

Dates for your Diary
Sunday December 18th 2016 – Twin Town Christmas Lunch at The Hare and Hounds,
Speen at 1pm. Contact Zita Lang for more information and to book your place by emailing
her at: zitalang@msn.com or call 07735 886858.
February 23rd to 27th 2017 – Group visit to Eeklo. Contact Jane Richards for more
information by emailing her at: peterbrichards@btinternet.com or call 01635 38523.
May 11th to 15th 2017 – Group visit to Bagnols. Contact Marian Hatfull for more
information by mailing her at: marian@diemphoto.co.uk or call 01635 47839.
June 1st to 5th 2017 – Group visit to Braunfels. Contact Elizabeth Anfield for more
information by emailing her at: mail@ema-accountants.co.uk or call 01635 42210.
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